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0, the fifteenth letter and fourth vowel in
the English alphabet. In form, the letter is
derived through the Greek and Latin from the
Phoenician, its pictograph having been, prob-
ably, an eye. In English, o represents two
main sounds—the "long o" sound, in note,
go; and the "short o;; sound, in not, got. Be-
sides these, it has several other sounds—the
oo sound in move; the shortened sound cor-
responding to this, as in wolf, and the short
u sound, in love. It is also a common ele-
ment in diagraphs, as oo} oa} ou.
OAHTJ,  See hawaii.
OAK, oke, a group of hardwood trees
•widely distributed throughout the north tem-
perate zone. The oaks differ from other
trees in their fruit, or acorn, a rounded nut
 ing tops, and they not only add much to the
beauty of the landscape, but they are of great
importance commercially. Oak lumber is
used in finishing interiors, in the manufac-
ture of furniture, in shipbuilding, in making
frames for machinery and carriages and in
basketry, especially in the manufacture of
baskets for packing fruit and vegetables*
The bark, which varies from, dark gray to
almost black, is valuable for tanning.
Oak leaves are much used in decorative
designs. As may be seen in the illustration,
some oaks bear leaves with, deeply-notched
margins, but those of the live oak, willow oak
and a few other species are smooth-edged.
The live oak of America and the ilex of
Europe are evergreens. The small, incon-
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a. Bur oat
 OAK LEAVES
b. Live oak.	c. "Willow oak.
 d. White oak.
 
enclosed at the inner end by a woody cup.
No other trees bear acorns. An oak is a
noble tree, well deserving the title, "mon-
arch of the woods/' All but a very few
species bave large trunks with widely-branch-
 spicuous flowers of these trees appear in
catkins.
Kinds of Oaks. The most common species
in North America are the white oak, the red
oak, the bur oak and the live oak. The white
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